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Abstract. The techniques of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been widely ap-
plied to multimedia databases. In this paper, we will propose a new texture descriptor for
texture image retrieval. The new method Range Local Binary Pattern (RLBP) to address
the drawbacks of conventional local binary patterns (LBP) and fuzzy local binary patterns
(FLBP). The LBP algorithm is a very simple method, which labels each pixel according
to its neighborhood distribution. The main drawback is very noise sensitive. Therefore,
the FLBP algorithm was proposed to improve the weakness, it defines the characters
of the fuzzy region and uses statistics method to extract texture features. However, the
FLBP algorithm consumes high computational cost. To reduce the complexity, we pro-
posed co-occurrence range local binary patterns (Co-RLBP) methods to model the spatial
correlation and then obtain adequate information to increase the description accuracy.
Experimental results indicate that the proposed method achieves satisfactory performance
for texture image retrieval.
Keywords: Texture descriptor, Image retrieval, Range local binary patterns.

1. Introduction. In recent years, digital images and videos are wildly used in various
applications. The use of low-level features by the content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
to retrieve relevant information from image databases becomes more and more important
[1]-[4]. Texture is one of the most important features for image retrieval. Although there
is no formal definition for texture, it could be defined intuitively as a structure composed
of a large number of similar patterns [5][6]. Several of the recently proposed texture
descriptors have been developed for extracting features from images. For instance, several
texture-based techniques for CBIR have been developed to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the integrated systems [7]-[10].

To support image retrieval, various methods for representation of textures have been
proposed for various applications. Generally, the feature selection has to be performed
for each specific application to decide which one should be used. In other words, proper
choice of the right features from the texture leads to a successful retrieval. For example,
MPEG-7 specifies three texture descriptors including homogeneous texture descriptor
(HTD), texture browsing descriptor and edge histogram descriptor to describe the texture
contents of multimedia [1]-[4] for different applications.

In order to capture textures, model based methods have been wildly used for extracting
textural properties such as uniformity, coarseness, roughness, regularity and directionality.
In general, these methods captured micro textures well, but they maybe fail with regular
and inhomogeneous textures [5][6]. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a novel texture
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model based on local difference distributions of pixels in images [7]-[12]. In this paper, we
will propose a novel LBP feature representation approach, which is not only robust for
noise but also with strong spatial correlation. Finally, extensive simulations for various
images are conduct to evaluate the performance. In the following Sections, the detail
discussion will be given. However, the phase 1 is not the main issue in this paper. The
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the ideas about texture feature
extraction and description. The proposed model for extracting the feature is explained in
Section 3. A discussion and comparison is made in Section 4. Finally, a short conclusion
is presented in Section 5.

2. Texture feature extraction and description. Local binary pattern (LBP) is orig-
inally proposed for texture image segmentation [24]. Although LBP has been widely used
in many applications, it has two inherent problems need to be addressed. First, the value
of LBP is not a quantity, but it represents a local distribution. Therefore, the similar
value does not imply the similar distribution. Second, the binarization of LBP is a hard
decision by thresholding center pixel, it is very noise sensitive. According to the draw-
backs mentioned above, we will propose a novel range local binary pattern (RLBP) to
address the problem of noise interference. To consider the spatial correlation, we also
develop a new representation, which is inspired by Haralick’s co-occurrence matrix [5].
We present CO-LBP (co-occurrence local binary patterns) and CO-RLBP (co-occurrence
range local binary patterns) methods to model the spatial correlation and then obtain
adequate information to increase the diagnostic accuracy. In our work, we define an am-
biguous range for the LBP thresholding. Let T be the ambiguous range, Eq. (1) and (2)
are the calculation of RLBP.

dn(i, j) =

 1 if pn ≥ pcenter + T
0 if pcenter − T < pn < pcenter + T
−1 if pn ≤ pcenter − T

, n ∈ (i, j)3×3 (1)

,

RLBP (i, j) =
7∑

n=0

dn(i, j) · 2n (2)

where pn is the pixels in 3 × 3 mask, pcenter is the center pixel in 3 × 3mask, is the
weighting value in mask and dn(i, j) is the decision results. The histogram of LBP can
be expressed as

HRLBP = 〈hRLBP (k)〉 k = −255,−254, .........., 255 (3)

,

hRLBP (k) =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

δ (RLBP (i, j)− k) k = −255,−254, .........., 255 (4)

,

HRLBP =
255∑

k=−255

hRLBP (k) = 1 k = −255,−254, ........., 255 (5)

, where M and N are the height and width of texture image, k is the RLBP value,
RLBP (i, j) is the RLBP value in (i, j) and hRLBP (k) is the normalized distribution of
the kth bin. The most important difference in LBP and RLBP is the consideration of
noise introduced in ultrasound image. Basically, in conventional LBP, it depends only
on the comparisons between central pixel and its surrounding pixels according to their
magnitude. In other words, the comparison has only two possible results, larger or smaller.
However, due to the noise interference, the pixel value close to the central pixel may cause
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Figure 1. The flow chart of feature texture image retrieval system

the wrong LBP decision. Therefore, using the LBP, it is easy to make mistake for noisy
images. RLBP, on the other hand, considers the noisy effect and create ”0” to represent
the value which is close to the ambiguous range of central pixel value. RLBP provides
two advantages. First, it can reduce wrong decision. Second, it can capture the precise
LBP for statistical analysis. Using the RLBP, it can provide the convincing analytical
result in the description of texture feature under the condition of noisy effect. Therefore,
we can expect that the proposed feature representation will effectively address the noise
interference in image.

3. The Proposed LBP and RLBP representation. In this section, we will propose
a novel texture feature descriptor based on local binary pattern (LBP). The new texture
descriptor addresses the drawbacks of conventional LBP such as noise sensitive and spatial
correlation. We will evaluate the effectiveness of new descriptor by using image retrieval
system as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. Deference size of LBP masks

To consider the texture distribution more comprehensively, we improve the LBP and
RLBP by using various dimensions to compute LBP. The new spatial dimensions for LBP
computation are with mask 3× 3, 5× 5 and 7× 7, and be expressed as:
{LBP 3 (i, j) , LBP 5 (i, j) , LBP 7 (i, j)}, respectively. For LBP 3(i, j), the computation is
the same as conventional LBP. In order to satisfy the computation rule, the mask of
LBP 5(i, j) or LBP 7(i, j) is simplified from a 5 × 5 or 7 × 7 to 3 × 3; the mask and
simplification scheme are shown in Fig. 2, Eq.(6) and (7), respectively.

LBP 5 (i, j) =



W1

W2

W3

W4

W6

W7

W8

W9


,

W1 =
B1 +B2 +B3 +B6 +B7 +B8

6

W2 =
B2 +B3 +B4 +B7 +B8 +B9

6

W3 =
B3 +B4 +B5 +B8 +B9 +B10

6

W4 =
B6 +B7 +B11 +B12 +B16 +B17

6

W6 =
B9 +B10 +B14 +B15 +B19 +B20

6

W7 =
B16 +B17 +B18 +B21 +B22 +B23

6

W8 =
B17 +B18 +B19 +B22 +B23 +B24

6

W9 =
B18 +B19 +B20 +B23 +B24 +B25

6

(6)
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LBP 7 (i, j) =



W1

W2

W3

W4

W6

W7

W8

W9


,

W1 =
C1 + C2 + C3 + C8 + C9 + C10 + C15 + C16 + C17

9

W2 =
C3 + C4 + C5 + C10 + C11 + C12 + C17 + C18 + C19

9

W3 =
C5 + C6 + C7 + C12 + C13 + C14 + C19 + C20 + C21

9

W4 =
C15 + C16 + C17 + C22 + C23 + C24 + C29 + C30 + C31

9

W6 =
C19 + C20 + C21 + C26 + C27 + C28 + C33 + C34 + C35

9

W7 =
C29 + C30 + C31 + C36 + C37 + C38 + C43 + C44 + C45

9

W8 =
C31 + C32 + C33 + C38 + C39 + C40 + C45 + C46 + C47

9

W9 =
C33 + C34 + C35 + C40 + C41 + C42 + C47 + C48 + C49

9
(7)

3.1. Co-occurrence representation of LBP. We use the concept of co-occurrence
matrix to express the spatial relationship of LBP. According to the description of co-
occurrence matrix feature, we can clearly identify the relationship of spatial distribution
between two texture features. In order to achieve the co-occurrence representation, the
conventional LBP mask is decomposed into two sub-masks i.e., ”cross” and ”corner”. As
calculation of LBP, the value of each sub-mask is given in Eq. (8) and (9).

c+n =

{
1 if pn ≥ pcenter
0 if pn < pcenter

(8)

LBP+ (i, j) =
3∑

n=0

c+n · 2n (9)

where LBP+ is the LBP value for cross LBP, Pn is the pixels in 3 × 3 mask, Pcenter is
the center pixel in 3 × 3mask, 2n is the weighting value in mask and c+n is the decision
results. The sub-mask for corner is expressed as follows. And the definition is the same
as in sub-mask in cross:

g×n =

{
1 if pn ≥ pcenter
0 if pn < pcenter

(10)

LBP× (i, j) =
3∑

n=0

g×n · 2n (11)

where LBP× is the LBP value for corner LBP, and g×n is the decision results. The
histogram of LBP can be expressed as:

h+LBP (k) =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

δ
(
LBP+ (i, j)− k

)
k = 0, 1, .........., 15 (12)

h×LBP (k) =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

δ
(
LBP× (i, j)− k

)
k = 0, 1, .........., 15 (13)
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Table 1. Eight sets of test texture images

15∑
k=0

h+LBP (k) = 1 k = 0, 1, ........., 15 (14)

15∑
k=0

h×LBP (k) = 1 k = 0, 1, ........., 15 (15)

where M and N are the height and width of texture image and hSS (k)is the normalized
distribution in kth bin. For RLBP, we can define similar expressions except the symbols.
We briefly summarize the equations of RLBP as follows without further explanations.

c+n =

 1 if pn ≥ pcenter + T
0 if pcenter − T < pn < pcenter + T
−1 if pn ≤ pcenter − T

(16)

RLBP+ (i, j) =
3∑

n=0

c+n · 2n (17)

g×n =

 1 if pn ≥ pcenter + T
0 if pcenter − T < pn < pcenter + T
−1 if pn ≤ pcenter − T

(18)
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Figure 3. Co-occurrence representation of RLBP

Figure 4. Comparisons with ARR for three methods
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RLBP× (i, j) =
3∑

n=0

g×n · 2n (19)

h+RLBP (k) =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

δ
(
RLBP+ (i, j)− k

)
k = −15,−14, .........., 15 (20)

h×RLBP (k) =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

δ
(
RLBP× (i, j)− k

)
k = −15,−14, .........., 15 (21)

15∑
k=−15

h+RLBP (k) = 1 k = −15,−14, ........., 15 (22)

15∑
k=−15

h×RLBP (k) = 1 k = −15,−14, ........., 15 (23)

Once the LBP values for each types are calculated, we define a two dimensional ma-
trix to record the statistics of LBP. Let the row and column represent the “cross” and
“corner” features, respectively. For simplicity the symbol +(i) and ×(j) are used to
represent the value of LBP× = iand value of LBP+ = j respectively. For example,
PLBP (+ (0) , × (3)) means the total number with the LBP× value 0 and LBP+ value
3 in texture images. Therefore, in same column all elements are with same cross distri-
bution, and in same row all elements are with same corner distribution. Therefore, the
elements of co-occurrence matrix can be expressed as

PLBP (i, j) =

{(+LBP (i) and ×LBP (j)) ; 0 ≤ i ≤ 15 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 15}
(24)

,

PRLBP (i, j) =

{(+RLBP (i) and ×RLBP (j)) ;−15 ≤ i ≤ 15 and − 15 ≤ j ≤ 15}
(25)

where PLBP (i, j) is the element of co-occurrence matrix of LBP with LBP× = i and
LBP+ = j, respectively. The definition of PRLBP (i, j) is the same as PLBP (i, j). For a
specified cross distribution, the cross LBP for single side non-ambiguous with value 0, can
be calculated as,

PLBP (+ (0)) =
15∑
j=0

PLBP (+ (0) , × (j)) (26)

, Using the same procedure, the ambiguous LBP can also be represented as co-occurrence
matrix. The new representation of LBP can effectively describe the spatial correlation of
local distribution. It is very desired for texture description and classification. In Fig. 3, we
show a co-occurrence matrix of RLBP -DS with 3×3 mask, respectively. Because the LBP
is calculated from three different dimensional respectively, the LBP from different scale
should be merged by weighting sum to obtain the texture feature in various resolution.
The calculation of scale 5× 5 and 7× 7 is simplified to 3× 3 according to the calculation
rule. Between them the 7 × 7 is with the highest degree of simplification, therefore the
weighting value of 3× 3, i.e., W1, is with the largest value and then 5× 5, i.e., W2, the
smallest value is assigned to 7× 7, i.e., W3. The LBP representation can be expressed as

CoPLBP (i, j) =

0.6× P 3×3
LBP (i, j) + 0.3× P 5×5

LBP (i, j) + 0.1× P 7×7
LBP (i, j)

(27)
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Table 2. Eight sets of test texture images

CoPRLBP (i, j) =

0.6× P 3×3
RLBP (i, j) + 0.3× P 5×5

RLBP (i, j) + 0.1× P 7×7
RLBP (i, j)

(28)

4. Experimental Results. For performance comparison, the indexes of average re-
trieval rate (ARR) and average normalized modified retrieval rank (ANMRR) are selected
and the higher ARR and lower the ANMRR implies the better performance [2]. In order
to evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of the proposed methods, experiments have been
conducted based on our database. The database collects 800 photographs. Each pho-
tograph is digitized on a 100×100 pixel image with resolution of 256 gray levels. For
similarity-based retrieval, the database has been classified to 8 groups including brick,
cloth, etc. The final classification is shown in Table 1.
In addition, we create 10 classes of composite images as shown in Table 2. Each class
has 10 composite images, and each composite image in a class is consisted of same source
images. As shown in Table 2, the left image is composite image, and the followed four
images are source images.

In our experiments, all the 900 images have been used as queries for testing the re-
trieval effectiveness. In the following, we evaluate the performance using two different
experiments.
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Table 3. The performance comparisons for different methods

Experiment 1. Similarity retrieval for texture To evaluate the similarity retrieval, ex-
tensive experiments have been studied for comparison the performance of homogeneous
texture descriptor (HTD), conventional local binary pattern (LBP) and proposed RLDP.
Table 3 and Table 4 show the detail results for ARR and ANMRR, respectively.

Consider the evaluation by ARR, where a high value represents high retrieval perfor-
mance. In other words, an ideal performance for ARR value would equal to 1. Fig. 3
shows experiment results by three descriptors (see Table 3 also). The ARR value of the
conventional LBP is 0.788, whereas ARR of the HTD descriptor is 0.38 on our data set.
Results indicate that the total average retrieval rate by the proposed method is improved
significantly. We also examine the retrieval performance by ANMRR, where a low value
represents high performance. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The ANMRR is 0.694 us-
ing the HTD and improved to 0.23 when proposed method is used. Again, the proposed
descriptor has the best quantitative measure for retrieval rank.

We have noticed that the RLBP descriptor provides the best retrieval accuracy for most
cases except ”water”, “Line” and “spot” for ARR, “water” and “spot” for ANMRR. From
the viewpoint of human perception, the textures of water and desert are very similar with
weak edge, please see Table 1. The proposed methods slightly degrade retrieval perfor-
mance as compared with conventional LBP.

Experiment 2 : Similarity retrieval for composite-texture In this experiment, we wish to
test the retrieval performance of the proposed methods for the inhomogeneous textures.
Consider the composite images shown in Table 2, each image consists of four different
textures. The retrieval results with similarity by the three different methods are presented.
By comparing the textures of the query and the matched images, it is clear that proposed
descriptor has the best performance for matching similar textures. Overall, the proposed
descriptor provides the best agreement with human perception, and most of the retrieved
images have similar texture types with the query image. This experiment shows that the
proposed method is able to distinguish composite images. On the other hand, the LBP
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Table 4. The performance comparisons for different methods

Figure 5. Comparisons with ARR for three methods
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Figure 6. Comparisons with ANMRR for three methods

Figure 7. Comparisons with ANMRR for three methods

descriptor can also provide satisfactory results for this retrieval. Due to its simplicity, it
makes possible for a very fast retrieval system with little degrade performance.

To test the retrieval accuracy, the evaluations by ARR and ANMRR are applied, again.
As shown in Fig. 5 and 6 (also in Table 4), average ARR values by the methods of HTD,
LBP and proposed descriptor are 0.667, 0.977 and 0.991; and average ANMRR values
are 0.485, 0.03 and 0.015, respectively. Computed results indicate that the proposed
descriptor provides the best retrieval accuracy for composite-texture retrieval.
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5. Conclusions. In this paper, new descriptors for texture image retrieval have been
proposed. The proposed texture descriptor is considered the texture pattern distribution.
The new descriptor is not only robust for noise but also with strong spatial correlation,
and it can effectively identify various image textures. Experimental results have proved
that this method performs efficiently for texture similarity retrieval. In the future, we will
continue to develop this research and try to apply to medical images analysis.
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